Solvent isotope effects and the nature of electrophilic catalysis in the action of the lactate dehydrogenase of Bacillus stearothermophilus.
Deuterium oxide at atom fractions of deuterium from 0.0 to 0.97 has an effect of less than 20% on the kinetic term kcat/KmB (believed to reflect the transition state for the hydride-transfer step) for the reduction of pyruvic acid by NADH at 55 degrees C, with catalysis by the tetrameric form of the lactate dehydrogenase of Bacillus stearothermophilus. This observation suggests that the hydride-transfer event is not assisted by protonic bridging to the carbonyl group being reduced. The results are consistent with protonic bridging only if an opposing isotope effect is present, for example from a generalized conformation or solvation change. The results are consistent with other forms of electrophilic catalysis.